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What is security?



The circle of 
trust

Meet the parents, 2000
Meet the Fockers, 2004
https://youtu.be/QHJGoZpFeM8



Trust

Bruce Schneier



The “human factor”

IEEE Security & Privacy Sept/Oct 2016



Human-Centered Design

• Five psychological concepts
• AFFORDANCES 
• SIGNIFIERS
• CONSTRAINTS
• MAPPINGS
• FEEDBACK
• Objects (and software) designed according to 

these concepts exhibit discoverability
– what it does
– how it works
– what operations are possible



Threat Modeling



Assets To Protect
• Things Attackers Want

– User passwords
– SSN, identifiers
– Credit card numbers
– Confidential business data

• Intangible Assets You Want to Protect
– Reputation
– Goodwill
– Unused assets

• Stepping Stones
– Everything that can be used to attack other assets



Software THREAT MODELING

• Security-centric approach to threat modeling
• Based on software models described by diagrams
– Data flow diagrams
– UML
– Swin Lane Diagrams
– State diagrams

• Based on the definition of Trust Boundaries



Data Flow Diagrams (DFD)



Data Flow Diagram Example



Trust Boundaries
• Trust Boundaries are placed where entities with different privileges interact

• Two questions are useful to draw Trust Boundaries. 
– First: does everything in the system have the same level of privilege and access to 

everything else on the system? 
– Second: is everything your software communicates with inside that same boundary? 

• If either of these answers are a NO, then you should now have clarified either a 
missing boundary or a missing element in the diagram, or both. 

• If both answers are YES, then you should draw a single trust boundary around 
everything, and move on to other development activities



Trust Boundaries

Trust Boundaries 
typically 

cross data flows
The ACME Corporation is a fictional corporation featured in the Looney Tunes animated shorts



What can go wrong?

• STRIDE taxonomy (orginally proposed by Microsoft)
• Spoofing
• Tampering
• Repudiation
• Information Disclosure
• Denial of Service
• Elevation of Privilege



Spoofing Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Spoofing a process on 
the same machine

Creates a file before the real 
process

Renaming / linking Creating a Trojan “su” and altering 
the path

Renaming Naming your process “sshd”

Spoofing a file

Creates a file in the local directory A library, executable or config file

Creates a link and changes it
The change should happen 
between the link being checked 
and the link being accessed

Creates many files in the expected 
directory

e.g., automatic creation of 10,000 
files in the /tmp directory to fill
all the available space



Spoofing Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Spoofing a machine

ARP spoofing

IP spoofing

DNS spoofing Forward or reverse

DNS compromise Compromise TLD, registrar or 
DNS operator

IP redirection At the switch or router level

Spoofing a person
Sets e-mail display name

Take over a real account

Spoofing a role Declares themselves to be that 
role

Sometimes opening a special 
account with a relevant name



Tampering Threats
THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Tampering with a file

Modifies a file they own and which you rely on

Modify a file you own

Modifies a file on a file server that you own

Modifies a file on their file server Effective when you include 
files from remote domains

Modifies links or redirects

Tampering with memory

Modifies your code
Hard to defend against once 
the attacker is running code 
as the same user

Modifies data they’ve supplied to your API Pass by values, not by reference 
when crossing a trust boundary



Tampering Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Tampering with a 
network

Redirects the flow of data to their 
machine Often stage 1 of tampering

Modifies data flowing over the 
network

Even easier when the network 
is wireless (e.g., WiFi, 4G, etc.)

Enhance spoofing attacks



Repudiation Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Repudiating an action

Claims to have not clicked

Claims to have not received How reliable are receipts 
of delivery / download?

Claims to have been a fraud victim
Uses someone else’s account
Uses someone else’s payment 
instrument without authorization

Attacking the logs

Notices you have no logs
Puts attacks in the logs to confuse 
logs, log-reading code, or persons 
reading the log



Information Disclosure Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Information disclosure
against a process

Extracts secrets from error 
messages

Reads the error messages from username/passwords to entire 
database tables

Extracts machine secretes from 
error cases

Can make defense against 
memory corruption such 
as ASLR far less useful

Extracts business/personal secrets from error cases



Information Disclosure Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Information disclosure
against data stores

Takes advantage of inappropriate or missing ACLs

Takes advantage of bad database permissions

Finds file protected by obscurity

Finds crypto keys on disk (or in memory)

Sees interesting information in filenames

Reads files as they traverse the network

Gets data from logs or temp files

Gets data from swap or other temp storage

Extracts data by obtaining device, changing OS



Information Disclosure Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Information disclosure
against a data flow

Reads data on the network

Redirects traffic to enable reading data on the network

Learns secretes by analyzing traffic

Learns who’s talking to whom by watching the DNS

Learns who’s talking to whom by social network info disclosure



Denial of Service Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Denial of service against 
a process

Absorbs memory (RAM or disk)

Absorbs CPU

Uses process as an amplifier

Denial of service against 
a data store

Fills data store up

Makes enough requests to slow down the system

Denial of service against 
a data flow Consumes network resources



Elevation of Privilege Threats

THREAT EXAMPLES WHAT THE ATTACKER DOES NOTES

Elevation of privilege 
against a process by 
corrupting the process

Sends inputs that the code doesn’t 
handle properly

These errors are very common, 
and have high impact

Gains access to read or write memory
inappropriately

Reading memory can enable 
further attacks

Elevation through 
missed authorization 
checks

Elevation through buggy 
authorization checks

Centralizing such checks make 
bugs easier to manage

Elevation through data 
tampering

Modifies bits on disk to do things 
other than what the authorized user 
intends



Security

• The state of being free from danger or threat

• The state of feeling safe, stable, 
and free from fear or anxiety 



Enforcing security

any action of cheating

These measures introduce constraints

Prevention Detection/Deterrence Reaction



Security and constraints
• The tradeoff between the limitations and security
– is subjective
– depends on the context

• The evaluation of the tradeoff needs the evaluation of
– Threats

– Risks
the probability of a given threat
the impact of the threat



Security is the issue of the weakest link 

• All systems have weak links
…and the weakest link will be the target! 

• Strategies to mitigate the weakest link risks
– Defense in depth

threat analysis on any part of the system
– Compartmentalization

exploiting one vulnerability should not affect the all system
– Choke points

a few known weak links where controls and defenses must 
be deployed

“The Prince of Egypt”, 1998 
https://youtu.be/PiJcKAXISLk?t=31



Security is a complex system

• Security policies and mechanisms form a system that interacts 
with
– itself
– the protected assets
– the context

• These interactions can cause failures
– the system can fail to prevent / detect / respond to a threat  
– the system can fail by reacting in absence of a threat

All the causes of failure of the security system need to be 
carefully analysed



Types of failure of security systems

• Active Failures 
The system performs some activities in absence of threats

• Passive Failures 
The systems does not manage the threat properly

• Threats are rare events
– False alarms cannot be avoided
– The behavior of the system in the absence of threats must be carefully analysed
– Active failures can be simply annoying, but they could also be leveraged to hide 

the true threat
– Active failures could produce severe consequences if the alarm triggers some 

reaction mechanisms



Active Failures

”Il Mostro”, 1994 - https://youtu.be/0adl6T6nV1w



Passive failures
Difficulties in attributing the threat correctly

“Baby Driver”, 2017 - https://youtu.be/6XMuUVw7TOM?t=241



Security and Computers



The Value of Things



Cyber Crime

High gain/cost ratio

Goods and Risks are transformed into intangible assets

Low material costs
Life is rarely at risk
Cyber Crime is 
not perceived as a Crime



The ’80…

“Wargames”, 1983 - https://youtu.be/U2_h-EFlztY



Decades Later



Computer Threats



The CIA Triad

Figure 1.1  Essential Network and Computer Security Requirements
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Levels of Impact

LOW

The loss could 
be expected to 
have a limited 
adverse effect

MODERATE

The loss could 
be expected to 
have a serious 

adverse

HIGH

The loss could 
be expected to 
have a severe 

or catastrophic 
adverse effect

on organizational operations, organizational assets, or individuals



Architecture of a Computer Systems 
from a Security Perspective

W. Stallings



Threat Model
Any action performed by a computer system can be modelled

as an information flow from a source to a sink

• Computer attacks aim at modifying the information flow

• Four main categories of attacks can be defined

Information
source

Information
destination

(a) Normal flow

(b) Interruption (c) Interception

(d) Modification (e) Fabrication

Figure 15.2    Security Threats



1. Interruption

• An asset is destroyed or disabled
– hardware damages
– interruption of communication lines
– exhausting all the available resources
– disabling core services

• This kind of attack is called Denial of Service (DoS) as the attack threats 
the availability



2. Interception

A third unauthorised party gain access to information flows

This attack is a threat to confidentiality



3. Modification

• A third unauthorised party
– intercepts the information flow by spoofing the identity of the destination (this is an attack per 

se)
– sends a modified flow to the destination

This attack is a threat to confidentiality and integrity



4. Fabrication

A third unauthorised party produces information flows 
by spoofing the identity of the source

This attack is a threat to authenticity



Summary

Availability Confidentiality Integrity/Authenticity

Hardware
Equipment is stolen or 
disabled, thus denying the 
device

Software Programs are deleted, 
denying access to users

An unauthorised copy of 
software is made

A working program is 
modified, either to cause it 
to fail during execution ot 
to cause it to do some 
unintended task

Data Files are deleted, denying 
access to users

An unauthorised read of 
data is performed. An 
analysis of statistical data 
reveals underlying data

Existing files are modified 
or new files are fabricated

Communication lines

Messages are destroyed or 
deleted. Communication 
lines or networks are 
rendered unavailable

Messages are read. The 
traffic pattern of messages 
is observed

Messages are modified, 
delayed, reordered, or 
duplicated. False messages 
are fabricated



Threat consequences (RFC2828)

Threat Consequence Threat Action (Attack)

Unauthorized Disclosure
An entity gains access to data 
for which the entity is not 
authorized

Exposure: Sensitive data are directly released to an unauthorized entity. 
Interception: An unauthorized entity directly accesses sensitive data traveling 

between authorized sources and destinations.
Inference: A unauthorized entity indirectly accesses sensitive data (but not 

necessarily the data contained in the communication) by reasoning from 
characteristics or byproducts of communications.

Intrusion: An unauthorized entity gains access to sensitive data by 
circumventing a system's security protections.

Deception
An authorized entity receiving 
false data and believing it to be 
true.

Masquerade: An unauthorized entity gains access to a system or performs a 
malicious act by posing as an authorized entity.

Falsification: False data deceive an authorized entity.
Repudiation: An entity deceives another by falsely denying responsibility for an 

act.



Threat consequences (RFC2828)

Threat Consequence Threat Action (Attack)

Disruption
The correct operation of 
system services and 
functions are 
interrupted or 
prevented.

Incapacitation: Prevents or interrupts system operation by disabling 
a system component.

Corruption: Undesirably alters system operation by adversely 
modifying system functions or data.

Obstruction: A threat action that interrupts delivery of system 
services by hindering system operation.

Usurpation
Control of system 
services or functions by 
an unauthorized entity.

Misappropriation: An entity assumes unauthorized logical or 
physical control of a system resource.

Misuse: Causes a system component to perform a function or 
service that is detrimental to system security.



History of Computer Attacks



Evolution of attacker’s motivations
Threat Actors: Occasional 
Intruders

Motives: Testing and 
probing systems and 
channels, computer 
disruptions, hacking

Attacks: Exploiting 
absence of security 
controls, sniffing data 
traffic

Threat Actors: Script 
Kiddies,

Motives: Notoriety and 
fame, world-wide 
notoriety spread virus 
and worms, computer 
disruptions, profit from 
botnet-spamming

Attacks: Viruses, Worms, 
DoS, Buffer Overflow 
Exploits, Spamming, 
Sniffing Network Traffic, 
Phishing emails with 
viruses

Threat Actors: 
Fraudsters, cyber-gangs

Motives: Identity Theft, 
Online and Credit/Debit 
Card Fraud 

Attacks: SQLi, Sniffing 
Wireless Traffic, Session 
Hijacking, Phishing, 
Vishing, Drive by 
Download, Account take-
over, MitM, MiTB, 
counterfeiting, banking 
malware, Trojans

Threat Actors: 
Hacktivists, cyber 
criminals, country 
sponsored spies, cyber-
warfare actors, 
fraudsters,

Motives: Political, 
Stealing Company 
Secrets, Fraud, 
Reputation Damage 

Attacks: DDoS, APTs, 
Account Take Over, 
MitM, MitB,Session
Hijacking,

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015
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Credits: Marco 
Morana

Tim Lloyd
Omega (1996)

Vladimir Levin
citi (1998) De Guzman

ILoveYou virus (2000)

Albert Gonzzales
TJ Maxx (2007)

Isreael-Palestine DDoS
(2012)

Rinat Shabayev
BlackPOS (2013)



Threat Landscape 2021
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/enisa-threat-landscape-2021

THREAT ACTOR TRENDS

- State-sponsored actors
- Cybercrime Actors
- Hacker-for-hire actors
- Hacktivists



Threat Actors and Their Motives

MOTIVES IN EXTERNAL ACTORS

ACTORS IN BREACHES

Verizon – 2022DBIR (Data Breach Investigations Report)



Economic motivations



Economic motivations





SECURE CODING



Security Failures and Vulnerabilities

• Software Security is defined by the requirements in terms of 
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.

• A Security Failure is a scenario where the software does not achieve its 
security objective. 

• A Vulnerability is the underlying cause of a security failure.

• There are well known classes of implementation weaknesses that an 
attacker can trigger to cause a substantial disruption in the behaviour of 
the software, thus breaking whatever security objective has been defined.



Writing Safe Program Code

• High-level languages are typically compiled and 
linked into machine code which is then directly 
executed by the target processor

• Security issues
– Correct algorithm implementation
– Correct machine instructions for algorithm
– Valid manipulation of data



Correct Algorithm Implementation

• Failures in software development
– The algorithm may not correctly handle all problem variants
– Consequently, the resulting program could be exploited

• Another type of failure is when the programmers deliberately 
include additional code to help test and debug it
– often code remains in production release of a program and could 

inappropriately release information
– may permit a user to bypass security checks and perform actions 

they would not otherwise be allowed to perform



Ensuring Machine Language Corresponds 
to Algorithm

• Programmers often assume that the compiler or interpreter 
generates or executes code that validly implements the 
language statements

• Requires comparing machine code with original source
– slow and difficult

• Development of computer systems with very high assurance 
level is the one area where this level of checking is required



Correct Data Interpretation

• Data stored as bits/bytes in computer
– Grouped as words or longwords
– Accessed and manipulated in memory or copied into processor registers 

before being used
– Interpretation depends on machine instruction executed

• Different languages provide different capabilities for restricting and 
validating interpretation of data in variables
– Strongly typed languages are more limited, but safer
– Other languages allow more liberal interpretation of data and permit 

program code to explicitly change their interpretation



Correct Use of Memory

• Dynamic memory allocation
– Unknown amounts of data
– Allocated when needed, released when done
– Used to manipulate memory leak
– Steady reduction in memory available on the heap to the point where it is 

completely exhausted

• Older languages have no explicit support for dynamic memory allocation
– Use standard library routines to allocate and release memory

• Modern languages handle automatically



Use of the Least Privilege Principle

• Least privilege
– Run programs with least privilege needed to complete their function

• Determine appropriate user and group privileges required
– Decide whether to grant extra user or just group privileges

• Ensure that privileged programs has a limited scope

• Privilege escalation
– When attackers can gain high privileges by exploiting flaws in privilege 

management



Management of Temporary Files

• Many programs use temporary files

• They are often stored in common, shared system areas

• Must be unique, not accessed by others

• Commonly the name is created using the process ID
– Unique, but predictable
– Attacker might guess and attempt to create own file between program checking and creating

• Secure temporary file creation and use requires the use of random names



CWE – common weakness enumeration
http://cwe.mitre.org

• A Community-Developed List of Software & Hardware Weakness Types.

• The current version is 4.8 and 927 weaknesses are listed

• They are organised as a hierarchy of classes and subclasses.

• Three views are available:
– by Software Development
– by Hardware Design 
– by Research Concepts



2021 CWE Top 25 Most Dangerous Weaknesses
Rank ID Name
[1] CWE-787 Out-of-bounds Write
[2] CWE-79 Improper Neutralization of Input During Web Page Generation ('Cross-site Scripting')
[3] CWE-125 Out-of-bounds Read
[4] CWE-20 Improper Input Validation
[5] CWE-78 Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an OS Command ('OS Command Injection')
[6] CWE-89 Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in an SQL Command ('SQL Injection')
[7] CWE-416 Use After Free
[8] CWE-22 Improper Limitation of a Pathname to a Restricted Directory ('Path Traversal')
[9] CWE-352 Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
[10] CWE-434 Unrestricted Upload of File with Dangerous Type
[11] CWE-306 Missing Authentication for Critical Function
[12] CWE-190 Integer Overflow or Wraparound
[13] CWE-502 Deserialization of Untrusted Data
[14] CWE-287 Improper Authentication
[15] CWE-476 NULL Pointer Dereference
[16] CWE-798 Use of Hard-coded Credentials
[17] CWE-119 Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds of a Memory Buffer
[18] CWE-862 Missing Authorization
[19] CWE-276 Incorrect Default Permissions
[20] CWE-200 Exposure of Sensitive Information to an Unauthorized Actor
[21] CWE-522 Insufficiently Protected Credentials
[22] CWE-732 Incorrect Permission Assignment for Critical Resource
[23] CWE-611 Improper Restriction of XML External Entity Reference
[24] CWE-918 Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF)
[25] CWE-77 Improper Neutralization of Special Elements used in a Command ('Command Injection')



Finding Vulnerabilities

• Any computer program or protocol may contain weaknesses
– originating from the programming language
– causing unexpected outputs from unexpected inputs
– that allow for the arbitrary modification of the program flow

• The maliciousness depends on the context
– input values, API usage, etc. cannot be considered malicious per se but the 

maliciousness is related to the context and the related consequences
– ambiguity and misinterpretation may occur when data and instructions are 

passed from one component to another
• The detection of weaknesses is a very difficult task

– Requires deep knowledge of languages and protocols 
– Multiple information sources (network traffic, application logs, system calls, etc.)
– Static or dynamic analysis



Top 15 Routinely Exploited Vulnerabilities in 2021
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-117a - April 27, 2022 - US Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency

CVE Vulnerability Name Vendor and Product Type

CVE-2021-44228 Log4Shell Apache Log4j Remote code execution (RCE)

CVE-2021-40539 Zoho ManageEngine AD SelfService Plus RCE

CVE-2021-34523 ProxyShell Microsoft Exchange Server Elevation of privilege

CVE-2021-34473 ProxyShell Microsoft Exchange Server RCE

CVE-2021-31207 ProxyShell Microsoft Exchange Server Security feature bypass

CVE-2021-27065 ProxyLogon Microsoft Exchange Server RCE

CVE-2021-26858 ProxyLogon Microsoft Exchange Server RCE

CVE-2021-26857 ProxyLogon Microsoft Exchange Server RCE

CVE-2021-26855 ProxyLogon Microsoft Exchange Server RCE

CVE-2021-26084 Atlassian Confluence Server and Data Center Arbitrary code execution

CVE-2021-21972 VMware vSphere Client RCE

CVE-2020-1472 ZeroLogon Microsoft Netlogon Remote Protocol (MS-NRPC) Elevation of privilege

CVE-2020-0688 Microsoft Exchange Server RCE

CVE-2019-11510 Pulse Secure Pulse Connect Secure Arbitrary file reading

CVE-2018-13379 Fortinet FortiOS and FortiProxy Path traversal

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-44228
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-40539
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-34523
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-34473
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-31207
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-27065
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-26858
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-26857
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-26855
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-26084
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2021-21972
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2020-1472
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2020-0688
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2019-11510
https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2018-13379


Critical vulnerabilities

https://nvd.nist.gov/general/visualizations/vulnerability-visualizations/cvss-severity-distribution-over-time

- Common Vulnerabilities Scoring System



The search engine for exposed devices



Authentication



Authentication and Authorization

• AUTHENTICATION
verification of a person (or process)
– the act of proving the identity of a user, that she is who she claims to be

The process of establishing confidence in user identities that are presented 
electronically to an information system
NIST SP 800-63-3

• AUTHORIZATION
verification of the privileges of a user on the resources he has access to
– Access matrix



NIST SP 800-63-3

• Identity proofing establishes that a subject is who they claim to be. 
• Digital authentication is the process of determining the validity of one or more 

authenticators used to claim a digital identity. 
• Successful authentication provides reasonable risk-based assurances that the 

subject accessing the service today is the same as that which previously accessed 
the service. 

• Digital identity is the unique representation of a subject engaged in an online 
transaction. 

• A digital identity is always unique in the context of a digital service, but does not 
necessarily need to uniquely identify the subject in all contexts. 
In other words, accessing a digital service may not mean that the subject’s real-
life identity is known



• WHAT YOU ARE
biometrics (fingerprints, face, iris, etc.)

• WHAT YOU HAVE
card, keys, etc.

• WHAT YOU KNOW
a secret, such as a password, security question, PIN, etc.

• Multifactor authentication (MFA) when multiple methods are used at the same 
time
– e.g., card + PIN

Authentication mechanisms



Attacks against authentication systems

Attack type Authentication 
Factor Example Mitigation

Client Attack

Password Guessing, 
trial & error

Password complexity, limited 
attempts

Token Exhaustive search Limited attempts

Biometrics False match Biometric complexity, liveness 
detection

Host Attack

Password Password theft Cryptography, direct attack 
protection

Token Passcode theft 1-time Passcode

Biometrics Template theft Capture-device authentication



Attacks against authentication systems

Attack type Authentication 
Factor Example Mitigation

Eavesdropping, 
theft, copy

Password Shoulder surfing, 
keylogger

Personal password storage, weak 
password check, multi-factor 
authentication

Token Theft, clone, 
counterfeit

Tamper-resistant token, multi-
factor authentication

Biometrics Fake biometric 
traits

Copy detection at the physical 
device, liveness detection



Attacks against authentication systems

Attack type Authentication 
Factor Example Mitigation

Replay Password, Token, 
Biometrics

Replay stolen password, 
passcode, template challenge-response, OTP

Trojan Horse Password, Token, 
Biometrics

Rogue client or capture 
devices

Trusted Locations. Trusted 
Devices

Denial of 
Service

Password, Token, 
Biometrics

Lockout by multiple failed 
authentication attempts

Multi-factor authentication 
with physical devices



Have I Been Pwned?

https://haveibeenpwned.com



Password encryption

• Passwords are never stored or checked in clear, password hashes are used 
instead.

• One-way hash functions are cryptographic functions with multiple uses
– They are used in integrity checking
– They are used in authentication
– They are used in communications protocols

• They are based on one-way random functions. Given an input sequence of bytes 
of arbitrary length, hash functions produce a fixed-length string
– It is infeasible to infer the input given a hash value
– it is infeasible to find a pair of inputs that produce the same hash

• There are dictionaries of hashes that match with the corresponding plaintext
– hashes.com, crackstation.net



Properties of Current Hash Standards



Weak passwords

• Guessed though
– Dictionary Attack
– Inference (e.g., social engineering, open source intelligence)

• Brute Force
• Defeating Encryption
• Popular algorithms 

– John the Ripper password cracker
http://www.openwall.com/john/

– Hashcat
https://hashcat.net/hashcat/

• Hashes.com
– repository of leaked hashed password with the recovered plaintext



Passphrases
Credit: Randall Munroe, xkcd.com, CC 2.5

NIST SP 800-63
https://www.nist.gov/blogs
/taking-measure/easy-ways-
build-better-p5w0rd



Password Managers

• One solution to
– set difficult-to-guess password
– avoid storing strong passwords in unsecure archives such as paper notes, 

unencrypted files, etc.

is using password manager applications
– you need to set only one strong master password for the application, so that 

you have to remember just 1 password
– the application generates random strong passwords
– the password archive is encrypted and stored in your device and/or in a cloud 

service

https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-FAQ/#q-b12



One-Time Password

• OTP
A random password is generated by the server for one-time use (very 
short time-to-live)
– either the client runs the same algorithm and generates the same 

random password
– or the OTP is sent “out-of-band” (i.e., via SMS)



Challenge-response

• During the enrolment phase, the user is asked to 
provide more than 1 secret
– Secret questions
– Multiple fingerprints
– Long codes

• At access time, the system chooses at random one or 
more questions



Biometrics
• More difficult to spoof

• Problem: user acceptance (intrusiveness) 

• Need for advanced (expensive) sensors and algorithms for high accuracy



Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)

• Mitigate the risk of one-factor authentication

• Two or more factors simultaneously
– e.g., card + PIN, card + biometrics

• Two or more factors in cascade
– e.g., PIN, then OTP or smartphone



Cyber Threat Intelligence



Cyber Kill Chain

Released by Lockheed Martin in 2011.

The rationale is that by understanding 
each of these stages, defenders can 
better identify and stop attackers at 
each of the respective stages. 

Since 2011, various versions of the 
“Cyber Kill Chain” have been released

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/capabilities/cyber/cyber-kill-chain.html
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Cyber Threat Intelligence Libraries

• Categorisation of Attack Patterns, Weaknesses, Tactics, and Techniques

– ATT&CK (MITRE)
knowledge base of adversary tactics and techniques based on real-world 
observations
V11.2 (April 2022 - 14 Tactics, 191 Techniques, and 386 Sub-techniques)

– CAPEC (MITRE)
Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification
V3.7 (February 2022 - 546 attack patterns)

– OWASP Cheat Sheet Series
a concise collection of high value information on specific web application security 
topics



Thank you for your attention!
giacinto@unica.it


